This paper focuses on the challenging task of learning 3D object surface reconstructions from single RGB images. Existing methods achieve varying degrees of success by using different geometric representations. However, they all have their own drawbacks, and cannot well reconstruct those surfaces of complex topologies. To this end, we propose in this paper a skeleton-bridged, stage-wise learning approach to address the challenge. Our use of skeleton is due to its nice property of topology preservation, while being of lower complexity to learn. To learn skeleton from an input image, we design a deep architecture whose decoder is based on a novel design of parallel streams respectively for synthesis of curve-and surface-like skeleton points. We use different shape representations of point cloud, volume, and mesh in our stage-wise learning, in order to take their respective advantages. We also propose multi-stage use of the input image to correct prediction errors that are possibly accumulated in each stage. We conduct intensive experiments to investigate the efficacy of our proposed approach. Qualitative and quantitative results on representative object categories of both simple and complex topologies demonstrate the superiority of our approach over existing ones. We will make our ShapeNet-Skeleton dataset publicly available.
Introduction
Learning 3D surface reconstructions of objects from single RGB images is an important topic from both the aca- * Equal contributions † Corresponding author Figure 1 . Our proposed approach can generate a closed surface mesh from a single view RGB image, by correctly recovering the complex topology.
demic and practical perspectives. This inverse problem is extremely challenging due to the arbitrary shapes of different object instances and their possibly complex topologies. Recent methods [4, 7, 27, 30, 8, 11, 24, 6, 16, 28, 19] leverage the powerful learning capacities of deep networks, and achieve varying degrees of success by using different shape representations, e.g., volume, point cloud, or mesh. These methods have their own merits but also have their respective drawbacks. For example, volume-based methods [4, 7, 30] exploit the establishment of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [23, 14, 26, 10] , and simply extend CNNs its 3D versions to generate volume representations of 3D shapes; however, both of their computational and memory complexities are high enough which prohibit them to be deployed to generate high-resolution outputs. On the other hand, point cloud based methods [6, 16] are by nature difficult to generate smooth and clean surfaces. Given the fact that mesh representation is a more effi-cient, discrete approximation of the continuous manifold of an object surface, a few recent methods [6, 16] attempt to directly learn mesh reconstructions from single input images. These methods are inherently of mesh deformation, since they assume that an initial meshing over point cloud is available; for example, they typically assume unit square/sphere as the initial mesh. In spite of the success achieved by these recent methods, they still suffer from generating surface meshes of complex topologies, e.g., those with thin structures as shown in Fig 1. To this end, we propose in this paper a skeleton-bridged, stage-wise deep learning approach for generating mesh reconstructions of object surfaces from single RGB images. We particularly focus on those object surfaces with complex topologies, e.g., chairs or tables that have local, long and thin structures. Our choice of the meso-skeleton 1 is due to its nice property of topology preservation, while being of lower complexity to learn when compared with learning the surface meshes directly. Our proposed approach is composed of three stages. The first stage learns to generate skeleton points from the input image, for which we design a deep architecture whose decoder is based on a novel, parallel design of CurSkeNet and SurSkeNet, which are respectively responsible for the synthesis of curve-and surfacelike skeleton points. To train CurSkeNet and SurSkeNet, we compute skeletal shape representations for instances of ShapeNet [3] . We will make our ShapeNet-Skeleton dataset publicly available. In the second stage, we produce a base mesh by firstly converting the obtained skeleton to its coarse volumetric representation, and then refining the coarse volume using a learned 3D CNN, where we adopt a strategy of independent sub-volume synthesis with regularization of global structure, in order to reduce the complexity of producing high-resolution volumes. In the last stage, we generate our final mesh result by extracting a base mesh from the obtained volume [17] , and deforming vertices of the base mesh using a learned Graph CNN (GCNN) [12, 5, 1, 22] . Learning and inference in three stages of our approach are based on different shape representations, which take the respective advantages of point cloud, volume, and mesh. We also propose multi-stage use of the input image to correct prediction errors that are possibly accumulated in each stage. We conduct intensive ablation studies which show the efficacy of stage-wise designs of our proposed approach.
We summarize our main contributions as follows.
• Our approach is based on an integrated stage-wise learning, where learning and inference in different stages are based on different shape representations by 1 Skeletal shape representation is a kind of medial axis transform (MAT). While the MAT of a 2D shape is a 1D skeleton, for a 3D model, the MAT is generally composed of 2D surface sheets. The skeleton composed of skeletal curves and skeletal sheets (i.e., medial axes) is generally called meso-skeleton. taking the respective advantages of point cloud, volume, and mesh. We also propose multi-stage use of the input image to correct prediction errors that are possibly accumulated in each stage.
• We propose in this paper a skeleton-bridged approach for learning object surface meshes of complex topologies from single RGB images. Our use of skeleton is due to its nice property of topology preservation, while being of lower complexity to learn. We design a deep architecture for skeleton learning, whose decoder is based on a novel design of parallel streams respectively for the synthesis of curve-and surface-like skeleton points. To train the network, we prepare ShapeNet-Skeleton dataset and will make it publicly available.
• We conduct intensive ablation studies to investigate the efficacy of our proposed approach. Qualitative and quantitative results on representative object categories of both simple and complex topologies demonstrate the superiority of our approach over existing ones, especially for those objects with local thin structures.
Related Works
In this section, we only focus on the related works about deepnets-based algorithms for fully object reconstruction. The literature reviews are studied in the following three aspects. Volume-based Generator Voxels, extended from pixels, are usually used in the form of binary values or signed distances to represent a 3D shape. Because of its regularity, most of existing deepnets-based shape analysis [32, 2] or shape generation [4, 7, 30] methods adopt it as the primary representation. For example, the work of [4] combines 3D convolutions with long short-term memory (LSTM) units to achieve volumetric grid reconstruction from single-view or multi-view RGB images. These methods tend to predict a low-resolution volumetric grid due to the high computational cost of 3D convolution operators. Based on the observation that only a small portion of regions around the boundary surface contain the shape information, the Octree representation has been adopted in recent shape analysis works [20, 29] . A convolutional Octree decoder is also designed in [27] to support high-resolution reconstruction with a limited time and memory cost. In our work, we aim to generate the surface mesh of the object instead of its solid volume. As its efficiency and topology-insensitivity, we also leverage volumetric-based generator to convert the inferred skeletal point cloud to a solid volume, effectively bridging the gap between the skeleton and the surface mesh. Surface-based Generator Point cloud, sampled from the object' surface, is one of the most popular representations of 3D shapes. Fan et al. [6] proposes the first point could Figure 2 . Our overall pipeline. Given an input image I, we employ two parallel MLPs to infer skeletal points K in stage one. After converting K to a coarse volume V k , we refine V k to get V by 3D CNN and extract base mesh M b from V in stage two. We further optimize vertices of M b using GCNN to acquire a final mesh M . The operation a means voxelization and the operation b stands for Marching Cubes. generation neural network, which is built upon a deep regression model trained with the loss functions that evaluate the similarity of two unordered point set, such as chamfer distance. Although the rough shape can be captured, the generated points are placed sparse and scattered. Mesh, as the most natural discretization of a manifold surface, has been widely used in many graphics applications. Due to its irregular structure, CNN is difficult to be directly applied to mesh generation. To alleviate this challenge, the methods of [11, 28] take an extra template mesh as input and attempt to learn the deformations to approximate the target surfaces. Limited to the requirement of an initial mesh, they cannot deal with topology-free reconstruction. Another recent method, called Atlasnet [8] , proposes to deform multiple 2D planar patches to cover the surface of the object. Residual prediction and progressive deformation are adopted in [19] , which decrease the complexity of learning and make more details added. It is free of complex topology yet causes severe patch overlaps and holes. In our work, we aim not only to generate a clean mesh but also to capture the correct topology. To do so, we firstly borrow the idea in [8] to infer the meso-skeleton points, which are then converted to a base mesh. Finally, the method of [28] is further adopted for generating geometric details.
Structure Inference Instead of estimating geometric shapes, many recent works attempt to recover the 3D structures of objects. From a single image, Zou et al. [33] presents a primitive recurrent neural network to sequentially predict a set of cuboid primitives to approximate the shape structure. A recursive decoder is proposed in [15] to generate shape parts and infer reasonable high-level structure information including part connectivity, adjacency and symmetry relation. This is further exploited in [18] for image-based structure inference. However, the cuboids are hard to be used for fitting curved shapes. In addition, these methods also require a large human-labeled dataset. We use meso-skeleton, a point cloud, to represent the shape struc-ture which is easier to be obtained from the ground truth. The usage of parametric line and square elements also eases the approximation of the diverse local structures.
The Proposed Approach
We first overview our proposed skeleton-bridged approach for generating a surface mesh from an input RGB image, before explaining the details of stage-wise learning. Given an input image I of an object, our goal is to recover a surface mesh M that ideally captures the possibly complex topology of 3D shape of the object. This is an extremely challenging inverse task; existing methods [11, 28, 8 ] may only achieve partial success for objects with relatively simple topologies. To address the challenge, our key idea in this work is to bridge the mesh generation of object surface via learning of meso-skeleton. As discussed in Section 1, the rationale is that skeletal shape representation preserves the main topological structure of a shape, while being of lower complexity to learn.
More specifically, our mesh generation process is composed of the following three stages. In the first stage, we learn an encoder-decoder architecture that maps I to its meso-skeleton K, represented as a compact point cloud. In the second stage, we produce a volume V from K by firstly converting K to its coarse volumetric representation V k , and then refining V k using a learned 3D CNN (e.g., of the style [9] ). In the last stage, we generate the final output mesh M by extracting a base mesh M b from V , and further optimizing vertices of M b using a learned graph CNN [22] . Each stage owns its own image encoder, and thus inferences in all the three stages are guided by the input image I. 
Learning of Meso-Skeleton
As defined in Section 1, the meso-skeleton of a shape is represented as its medial axis, and the medial axis of a 3D model is made up of curve skeletons and median sheets, which are adaptively generated from local regions of the shape. In this work, we utilize the skeleton representation introduced in [31] , i.e., a compact point cloud. Fig 8 shows an example of skeleton that we aim to recover. The ShapeNet-Skeleton dataset Training skeletons are necessary in order to learn to generate a skeleton from an input image. In this work, we prepare training data of skeleton for ShapeNet [3] as follows: 1) for each 3D polygonal model in ShapeNet, we convert it into a point cloud; 2) we extract meso-skeleton points using the method of [31] ; 3) we classify each skeleton point as either curve-like or surface-like categories, based on principle component analysis of its neighbor points. We will make our ShapeNet-Skeleton dataset publicly available. CurSkeNet and SurSkeNet Given the training skeleton points for the object in each image, we design an encoderdecoder architecture for skeleton learning, where the input I is firstly encoded to a latent vector that is then decoded to a point cloud of skeleton. Our encoder is similar to those in existing methods of point set generation, such as [6, 8] .
In this work, we use ResNet-18 [10] as our image encoder.
Our key contribution is a novel design of decoder architecture that will be presented shortly. We note that one may think of using existing methods [6, 8] to generate K from I; however, they tend to fail due to the complex, especially thin, structures of skeletons, as shown in Fig 8. Our decoder is based on two parallel streams of CurSkeNet and SurSkeNet, which are designed to synthesize the points at curve-shaped and surface-shaped regions respectively. Both CurSkeNet and SurSkeNet are based on multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) with the same settings as in AtlasNet [8] , including 4 fully-connected layers with the respective sizes of 1024, 512, 256, and 3, where the non-linear activation functions are ReLU for the first 3 layers and tanh for the last layer. Our SurSkeNet learns to deform a set of 2D primitives defined on the open unit square [0, 1] 2 , producing a local approximation of the desired sheet skeleton points. Our CurSkeNet learns to deform a set of 1D primitives defined on the open unit line [0, 1]; it thus conducts affine transformations on them to form curves, and learns to assemble generated curves to approximate the curve-like skeleton part. In our current implementation, we use 20 line primitives in CurSkeNet and 20 square primitives in SurSkeNet. In Section 4.3, we conduct ablation studies that verify the efficacy of our design of CurSkeNet and SurSkeNet. Network Training We use training data of curve-like and surface-like skeleton points to train CurSkeNet and SurSkeNet. The learning task is essentially of point set generation. Similar to [8] , we use the Chamfer Distance (CD) as one of our loss functions. The CD loss is defined as: Figure 3 . The pipeline of our high-resolution skeletal volume synthesis method. We convert the inferred skeletal points K to lowresolution volume V64 and high-resolution volume V128 in parallel. Given V64, V128 paired with the input image I, a global-guided sub-volume synthesis network is proposed to output a refined volume of V128. It consists of two subnetworks: one network generates a coarse skeletal volume from I and V64 while the other enhances V128 locally patch by patch under the guidance of the output from the first network.
where {x ∈ K} and {y ∈ K * } are respectively the sets of predicted and training points. Besides, to ensure local consistency, regularizer of Laplacian smoothness is also used for generation of both curve-and surface-like points. It is defined as:
where N (x) is the neighbor of point x.
From Skeleton to Base Mesh
We present in this section how to generate a base mesh M b from the obtained skeleton K. To do so, a straightforward approach is to coarsen K to a volume directly with hand-crafted methods, and then to produce the base mesh using the method of Marching Cubes [17] . However, such an approach may accumulate stage-wise prediction errors. Instead, we rely on the original input I to correct the possible stage-wise errors, by firstly converting K to its volumetric representation V k , and then using a trained 3D CNN for a finer and more accurate volumetric shape synthesis, resulting in a volume V . Base mesh M b can then be obtained by applying Marching Cubes to the finer V . Sub-volume Synthesis with Global Guidance To preserve the topology captured by K, a high-resolution volume representation is required. However, this is not easy to satisfy due to the expensive computational cost of 3D convolution operations. OctNet [20] may alleviate the computational burden, it is however complex and difficult to implement. We instead partition the volume space into overlapped subvolumes, and conduct refinement on them in parallel. We also follow [9] and employ a global guidance to preserve spatial consistency across sub-volumes. More specifically, we firstly convert K to two volumes of varying scales, denoted as V l k and V h k . We set |V l k | = 64 3 and |V h k | = 128 3 in this work. We use two networks of 3D CNNs for global and local synthesis of skeletal volumes. The global network is trained to refine V l k and generate a skeletal volume V l of the size 64 3 . The local network takes as inputs subvolumes of the size 64 3 , which are uniformly cropped from V h k , and then conduct their refinement individually. Both of our global and local refinement networks are based on 3D U-Net architecture [21] . When refining each sub-volume of V h k , the corresponding 32 3 -sized sub-volume of V l is concatenated to provide structural regularization. The overall pipeline of our method is shown in Fig 3. As seen in Fig 4, our method not only supports high-resolution synthesis but also preserves global structure. Image-guided Volume Correction To correct the possiblely accumulated prediction errors from the stage of skeleton generation, we reuse the original input I by learning an independent encoder-decoder network, which is trained to map I to a 32 3 -sized volume. We use ResNet-18 as the encoder and several 3D de-convolution layers as the decoder. The output of the decoder is incorporated into the aforementioned global synthesis network, aiming for a more accurate V l , which ultimately contributes to the generation of a better V . From the perspective of learning task for generating 3D volumes from single images [4, 7, 30, 27] , our method is superior to existing ones by augmenting with an additional path of skeleton inference. As shown in Fig 4, our usage of I for error correction greatly improves the synthesis results. Base Mesh extraction Given V , we use Marching Cubes [17] to produce the base mesh M b , which ideally preserves the same topology as that of the skeleton K. Because V is in high resolution, M b would contain a large number of vertices and faces. To reduce the computational burden of the last stage, we apply QEM algorithm [13] on M b to get a simplified mesh for subsequent processing. We have up to now the base mesh M b that captures the topology of the underlying object surface, but may lack surface details. To compensate M b with surface details, we take the approach of mesh deformation using graph CNNs [12, 5, 1, 22] . Mesh Deformation using Graph CNNs Take M b as the input, our graph CNN is simply composed of a few graph convolutional layers, each of which apply spatial filtering operation to local neighborhood associated with each vertex point of M b . The graph-based covolutional layer is defined as:
Mesh Refinement
where h l p , h l+1 p are the feature vectors on the vertex p before and after applying a convolution operation, and N (p) is the neighbor of p. w 0 and w 1 are the learnable parameter matrices that are applied to all vertices.
Similar to [28] , we also concatenate pixel-wise VGG features extracted from I with coordinates of the corresponding vertices to enhance learning. We again use CD loss to train our graph CNN. Several smoothness terms are also added to regularize the mesh deformation. One is edge regularization, used to avoid large deformations, by restricting the length of output edges. Another one is normal loss, used to guarantee the smoothness of the output surface. The geometric details commonly exist at the regions where the normals are changed obviously. Regarding this fact, to guide the GCNN to better learn the surface in those areas, we accordingly construct weighted loss functions. Fig 5 shows the efficacy of this weighting strategy, where the sharp edges are better synthesized.
Experiments
Dataset To support the training and testing of our proposed approach, we collect 17705 3D shapes from five categories in ShapeNet [3] : plane(1000), bench(1816), chair(5380), table(8509), firearm(1000). The dataset is split into two parts, 80% shapes are used for training and the other for testing. We take as the inputs the rendered images provided by [4] , where each 3D model is rendered into 24 RGB images. Each shape in the dataset is converted to a point cloud (10, 000 points are sampled on the surface) as the ground truth for mesh refinement network. Implementation details The input images are all in the size of 224*224. We train CurSkeNet and SurSkeNet using a batch size of 32 with a learning rate of 1e-3 (dropped to 3e-4 after 80 epochs) for 120 epochs. The skeletal volume refinement network is trained in three steps: 1) the global volume inference network is trained alone with learning rate 1e-4 for 50 epochs(dropped to 1e-5 after 35 epochs); 2) we train the sub-volume synthesis network with learning rate 1e-5 for 10 epochs; 3) the entire network is fine-tuned. The mesh refinement network is trained with learning rate 3e-5 for 50 epochs(dropped to 1e-5 after 20 epochs) using a batch size of 1.
Comparisons against State-of-the-Arts
We first evaluated our overall pipeline against existing methods on singe-view reconstruction. 3D-R2N2 [4] , PSG [6] , AtlasNet [8] , Pixel2Mesh [28] are chosen for their popularity: 3D-R2N2 is one of the most famous volumet-ric shape generators, PSG is the first point set generator based on a deep regression model, and both AtlasNet and Pixel2Mesh are current state-of-the-art mesh generator. For fair comparison, these models are retrained under our preprocessed dataset.
Qualitative results
The visual comparisons are shown in Fig 6. As seen, 3D-R2N2 always produces low-resolution volumes which cause broken structures. Their results show no surface details either. The point sets regressed by PSG are sparse and scattered, leading to the difficulty of extracting triangular meshes from them. AtlasNet is capable of generating mesh representations without a strong restriction on the shape's topology. Yet, the outputs are of nonclosed and suffer from surface self-penetration, which also gives rise to a challenge to convert it to a manifold mesh. Limited to the requirement of a genus-0 template mesh input, Pixel2Mesh is difficult to reach an accurate reconstruction for the objects with complex topologies, as the chairs shown. Our method shows great superiority than the others from the visual appearances, as it generates closed meshes with accurate topologies and more details. For the examples of firearm as shown, our approach also outperforms Pixel2Mesh, which in another aspect, indicates the proposed approach is also good at recovering the shapes with complex structures no mention to topology. Quantitative results Similar to Pixel2Mesh [28] , we adopt Chamfer Distance(CD) and Earth Mover's Distance(EMD) to evaluate the reconstruction quality. Both of them are calculated between the point set (10, 000 points) sampled on the predicted mesh surface and the ground truth point cloud. The quantitative comparison results are reported in Tab 1. Notably, on both metrics, our approach outperforms all the other methods across almost all listed categories, especial on the models with complex topologies like chairs and tables. Generalization on real images Fig 7 illustrates 3D shapes reconstructed by our method on three real photographs from Pix3D [25] , where the chairs and tables in the images are manually segmented. The results' quality is similar to the results obtained from synthetic images. As seen in Fig 7 (a) , the real-world images has no relation with ShapeNet, while the chair rod can still be well reconstructed. This validates the generalization ability of our method.
Ablation Studies on Mesh Generation
Our whole framework contains multiple stages. In this section, we conduct the ablation studies by alternatively removing one of them, to verify the necessity of each stage. w/o skeleton inference Based on our pipeline, an alternative solution without using skeleton inference is firstly generating a volume directly from the image and then applying our mesh refinement model to output the final result. Then, we implement this approach by using OGN [27] as the image-based volume generator, for high-resolution(128 3 ) reconstruction. This method is compared with ours visually in Fig 9. As seen, the OGN-based mesh generation method fails to capture the thin structures which causes incorrect topologies. In contrast, our approach gives rise to much better performance. w/o voxel-based correction After inferring skeleton from our first stage, it is a straightforward approach to acquire a base mesh by directly applying the corrosion technique for volume generation, and the base mesh can be extracted. The visual comparisons of this method against ours are shown in Fig 10. It can be seen, without volume correction, the wrong predictions caused by skeleton inference will be transferred to the mesh refinement stage, affecting the final output. Our proposed voxel-based correction network addresses this issue effectively.
Evaluation on Skeleton Inference
In this section, we conduct comparisons with several variants of our skeleton inference approach, to verify our final model is the optimal choice. These variants include: "Point-only fitting" method directly adopts PSG [6] to regress the skeletal points; "Line-only fitting" method removes the square stream of our model and only deforms multiple lines to approximate the skeleton; "Square-only fitting" removes the line stream of our model and deforms multiple squares to fit the skeleton; "Line-and-Square fitting" method learns the deformation of multiple lines and squares together using a single MLP to approximate the skeleton; "Ours w/o laplacian" stands for our model without laplacian smoothness term. Note that, laplacian smoothness loss is also used for the training of "Line-only fitting", "Square-only fitting" and "Line-and-Square fitting". Quantitative results All of these methods are evaluated on CD metric and the results are shown in Tab 2. It can be seen that our final model outperforms all the others. Another discovery is that laplacian regularizer is very helpful to reach better accuracy. Qualitative results We then report the visual comparisons of these methods on a sampled example in Fig 8. As shown, point-only fitting results in scattered points no mention to the structures. Line only fitting fails to recover the surfaceshaped skeleton parts. Square-only fitting can not capture the long and thin rods and legs. The method of Line-and-Square fitting causes messy outputs since a single MLP is difficult to approximate diverse local structures. As observed, the involvement of laplacian loss effectively improves the visual appearance of the results.
Methods
CD Point-only fitting 1.185 Line-only fitting 1.649 Square-only fitting 1.185 Line-and-Square fitting 1.252
Ours w/o laplacian 1.621 Ours 1.103 Table 2 . The quantitative comparisons on the variants of our skeleton inference method. The Chamfer Distance(× 10 3 ) are reported.
Conclusion
Recovering the 3D shape of an object from one of its perspectives is a very fundamental yet challenging task in computer vision field. The proposed framework splits this challenge task into three stages. It firstly recovers a 3D mesoskeleton represented as points, these skeletal points are then converted to its volumetric representation and passed to a 3DCNN for a solid volume synthesis. From which, a coarse mesh can be extracted. A GCNN is finally trained to learn the mesh deformation for producing geometric details. As demonstrated in our experiments both qualitatively and quantitatively, the proposed pipeline outperforms all existing methods. There are two directions worth being explored in the future: 1)how to change the whole pipeline to be an end-to-end network; 2) trying to apply adversarial learning on skeletal point inference, volume generation, and mesh refinement, for further improving the quality of final output mesh.
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